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By choosing to live the HiLiFE, you are 
supporting the works of our artist, you 
are learning and sharing real stories from 
our past, and you are entering our community 
of enthusiasts HiLiFERS!

HiLiFE NFT is a unique 
collection of 33 iconic 
images that tell stories 
about drugs.

From their origin and 
creation, to some 
unknown facts about 
history, pop culture, 
art, medicine, science… 
all is melted to give a 
unique vision of our 
modern time.

From the beginning 
of the ages, drugs are 
used for medicine, 
spiritual or recreational 
uses.
Today it’s also a massive 
weapon to finance 
wars and guerillas.

War on drugs is every 
time, drugs are everywhere.

So, we have decided to reopen the dialogue.

Because discovering, learning, sharing 

knowledge have always been the key 
points of understanding.

Whereas we are speaking about products, 
politically and socially, the situation world-

wide is insane. USA 
are facing massive
overdoses from opiate 
pain killers when in 
France they are prohi-
biting CBD weed.

Whereas we talk  about 
addictions, people 
needed strongly to be 
informed about what 
they are doing.
Timothy Leary was 
speaking about “the 
set and the setting”. 
We see today polyad-
diction with kids taking 
cocaine, MDMA, LSD, 
ketamine and GHB the 
same night.

As we all know:
drugs are good,
addictions are bad.

Well…
it’s not that easy…

So, we are trying to change minds to 
change the world!

HiLiFE is a new kind of concept in the NFT Space, because 
it begins with real old stories, symbolized by an artistic 
graphic design. It shares retro news, it enlights counter-
culture, and by explaining the past, it’s offering a new way 
to look at today. 



HiLiFE NFT: THE COLLECTION

Each of our NFT focuses on one special fact, mostly unknown, underground, but still 
relevant of its importance. As Christopher Colombus who used sails and ropes made 
with cannabis, like any other navigators, until the invention of nylon in 1935… Or Aldous 
Huxley asking for a LSD shoot on his dead bed…

As this is the core of our project, each story is linked to the image in the blockchain.

And each story will be declined on mini videos for our social network.

Our NFT are identified by a hashtag, the product referenced and the year of the fact:
#lsd1943 for example.

       Our collection can be subdivided by the different products.

                    In the first collection, we are presenting:
                        - 10 THC from 1492 to 1993
                            - 6 LSD from 1943 to 1993
                                - 5 COCA from 1750 to 2021
                                   - 5 MDMA from 1912 to 2017
                                      - 5 PSILO from 300BC to 1971
                                         - 1 OPIUM from 1839
                                            - 1 SOMA from 1000

The 2 next collections will have the  
  same construction, with 10 THC, 5 
 or 6 LSD, MDMA and COCA, 5 with a 
new product (PEYOTE for Collection 2) 
and 2 X 1 unique product.





FIRST COLLECTION

Each HiLiFE NFT was created to enlight a 
strong symbol from our past, by mixing 
an iconic image with a story about 
drugs.

Each of our NFT is a story, the whole 33 
is our history.

From the shoots, roots and mushrooms 
used by ancient shamans, alchemists 
and witches to their discoveries by 
explorers and naturalists;

From the drug deal invented by the 
English to the first uses in medicine and 
arts;

From the chemistry era to a WWII on drugs;

From the beatniks and the hippies to the yuppies;

From the prohibition to the war on drugs…

33 massive key points that show how Heaven can be close to Hell.

ALL COLLECTIONS
We are planning 3 different collections of 33 NFTs each.
99 exclusive and unique NFTs only at the end.

And our 99 HiLiFERS will be our ambassadors.

But HiLiFE is also for everybody.
Everybody who got interest in blockchain, cryptos, NFT but also alternative history, counter 
culture, pop culture, psychedelism and therefore computers, networks and digital art.

And we are providing strong contents for them too.



BENUA CARLES, THE ARTIST

HiLiFE NFT is the work from Paris based artist Benua Carles.

Graphic designer, music producer, event manager, he has worked since 25 years with 
renowned brands like Amazon, Chanel, Disney, Eurostar, Lancôme, Levi’s, MTV or Samsung 
to name a few. 

Pointing himself more as a creative than an artist, he has worked as a journalist on different 
contents and storytelling, as a designer on art and visuals and as a manager on connecting 
people.

NFT is today the perfect combination of all of this: art, communication and business.

So far, this HiLiFE project was born in 1994 when Benua Carles wrote the script for the 
never produced movie “LSD from Shamans to Ravers”. He had then access to a lot of 
documentation and met a lot of people, even a strong phone call with LSD’s inventor 
Albert Hofmann…

The seed was planted and kept growing…
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SUPPORTING

With buying 1 of our NFT, you are supporting the artist 
and push him further.

For each collection, we will publish for our Holders, 
called HiLiFERS, a book strictly numbered to 33 copies 
and signed by the artist.

We are planning exhibitions of the digital collection 
where our HiLiFERS will be invited to the openings 
and launching parties. 

Also, our HiLiFERS will be informed of all upcoming 
events with the artist, and will be part exclusively of 
our pre-sale for next collections.

Last but not least, as we really think knowledge is the 
key, HiLiFE would like to support a strong association 
who is studying psychedelics. Science has never 
been so far in researches, and we would like to help 
as much as we can. We will offer a part of our revenues, 
and would like to create cross marketing on our social 
networks.

KNOWLEDGE

We are publishing a lot of medias and contents on 
our social medias and our Discord channel.

Vidéos, photos, musics, books, poems, movies, posters, 
record covers, articles… the quantity of stuffs to share 
is incredible. 

But for our HiLiFERS, it will go a step further.

In first, we will create a special channel on Discord to 
communicate and exchange, our HiLiFE CLUB, where 
entry will be by presenting your wallet with our NFT. 
During one year, you will get exclusive digital contents 
like movies in advance, unreleased music to listen, 
exclusive arts, the list is with no end…

Also, during one year, you will be invited to any events 
connected to digital art, NFT or psychedelism where 
we will go. Expect an HiLiFERS Dinner together on 
that special nights!

And we will also provide during one year real life cool 
objects for our HiLiFERS…. but shhh it’s a surprise!

UTILITIES



COMMUNITY

As an HiLiFER, you will then be part of a strong and 
ever-growing Community.

To exchange, discover and share, using the well 
known formula 1 + 1 = 3

The idea is to have a whole organic and active Com-
munity that shares between us some important infos, 
essential addresses, beautiful arts, funny pictures…
Maybe some of them will met IRL.

We are also expecting a relay on our activity and 
announcements.

So far, we will organize contests and giveaways with 
real life prizes: original poster or record from the 70’s, 
a dedicated book, one of our NFT printed on canvas, 
a fashion brand merchandising or an unreleased 
NFT… Who knows? Expect the unexpected!

At the end, we are planning to enter the metaverse with a very special HiLiFE CENTER with psychedelic 
archives, interactive contents, 3D experiences, conferences and more.

And we would like it to be a place where our Community can publish and archive contents too.

Our place is your place!



ROAD MAP

PHASE 1. LAUNCHING - Now
Communicate on our project, presenting our collection, growing our community, creating a 
strong Discord channel for our HiLiFERS

PHASE 2. MINTING COLLECTION 1 – Mid June 2022
This is the minting of our First Collection
33 unique NFTs with 1 image + 1 real story

PHASE 3. MINTING COLLECTION 2 – September 2022
This is the minting of our Second Collection
33 new unique NFTs with 1 image + 1 real story

PHASE 4. MINTING COLLECTION 3 – December 2022
This is the minting of our Third Collection
33 new unique NFTs with 1 image + 1 real story

PHASE 5. META HiLiFE - 2023
Development in the Metaverse

For our HiLiFERS:

+ Exclusive collection book strictly
numbered to 33 ex. and signed

+ Exclusive invitations to HiLiFE exhibits
+ Exclusive invitations to events with our team
+ Exclusive access to HiLiFE CLUB on Discord

+ Participation to psychedelic studies
+ Community high-level member
+ Exclusive pre-sale on next drop
+ Private access to HiLiFE Meta
+ Exclusive one year IRL gifts



INFOS

MINTING

Minting first collection: June 17th, 2022
Floor price: 1ETH
Trade: OpenSea

DEVELOPMENT

For each collection of 33 NFTs, the repartition of revenues is balanced as:

BEFORE MINTING
We are using 10% of our NFTs (3) to offer for special collab on social networks and platforms. 
This allows us to create a strong collaboration with 2 or 3 big influencers on our topic.

AFTER MINTING
30% is used for HiLiFERS retributions, so as for books, merchandising, tickets to exhibits…
30% is used for the communication on the project: advertisement, collab, sponsoring
30% is used for HiLiFE Office fees and functions

HiLiFE TEAM

Benua Carles the artist, is our A&R
Emanuele Patrizi is managing all digital interfaces and marketing
Carlos Martinez & his team are managing social networks and Discord channel
Filippo Patrizi is our lawyer and financial advisor

NETWORK

Site         hilifenft.com
Site Artist        www.benuacarles.com
Discord        discord.gg/HUv32f2U
Twitter        twitter.com/hilifenft
Instagram        www.instagram.com/hilife.nft


